
CSE 121: Homework 1

Due: Thursday, 1/22/09, in class (hardcopy or by email)

1. OS Review: OS designers often talk about separating mechanism (the tools to make de-
cisions) from policy (the decisions that are made). For two different OS components (e.g.
scheduler, file system, processes, security, etc), describe a policy that each component might
enforce, and the mechanisms that can be used to implement those policies.

Mechanism: Access control lists for files
Policy: Only members in group ’foo’ can access a file
Mechanism: Preemptive timer interrupt
Policy: round-robin scheduling, priority scheduling
Many other answers also accepted.

2. FFS:

(a) What technique can the OS do with data writes that it can’t do with data reads that
gives the illusion that the operation has completed? (Hint: FFS does it, and the old
BSD file system did as well.)
Data writes can be cached in a memory buffer, and then written out later

when convenient. Data reads must happen immediately because a program
presumably is going to act on that data. Data writes can be asynchronous
whereas data reads are synchronous.

(b) It turns out that FFS reads and writes actually have about the same performance. Why
is this?
Careful block placement of the write speeds up read performance, so the

performance gap between read and write is smaller. In other words, writes
are done to optimize reads, so their performance is about the same.

(c) As discussed in class, inodes are placed at the beginning of the disk in the old BSD file
system. Where are the inodes placed in FFS and why are they placed there?
They are placed in the cylinder groups instead of the beginning of the disk

to avoid seeks. FFS chose to place them based on logical locality rather than
temporal locality (e.g. Data blocks are placed close to inodes because they
are often accessed together.) Some of you also gave head crashing reasons.

3. LFS:

(a) Suppose you bootup your system with LFS and your memory is empty. What on-disk
LFS data structures does the OS need to walk through to access a particular data block
of a file?
Use the superblock to initialize config information. Use the checkpoint

region to figure out where the inode map (IFILE) is. Use the inode map to
figure out where the inodes are, and then follow the data pointers.

(b) Checkpoint regions are used to start crash recovery in LFS, so their integrity is important.
How does LFS deal with the situation where the OS crashes while editing a checkpoint?
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Use two checkpoint regions instead of one. Version the two checkpoints to
figure out the most recent one. Update the version number at the very end
to make an atomic switch from one checkpoint region to the other.

(c) Suppose you are building a streaming video site (e.g. YouTube). Would you use an
FFS-like file system or an LFS-like file system? Why? (This is an open-ended question.
Your reasoning is more important than the actual file system you pick.)
Optimize for reads for playing videos. In this case you may want FFS to

place data in proper cylinder groups, etc. Optimize for many small user
uploads, in this case you may want LFS to write quickly to disk. Other
reasons also accepted.
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